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European exchange group Euronext has 

entered into a binding agreement with the 

London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) to acquire 

Borsa Italiana for €4.3 billion.

The transaction is conditional upon the Euro-

pean Commission’s clearance decision for LSEG’s 

proposed acquisition of Refinitiv, the exchange 

operator said.

The agreement follows news in September 

that Euronext was in exclusive talks with LSEG 

for the Borsa Italiana takeover, alongside CDP 

Equity – owned by sovereign wealth fund Cassa 

Depositi e Prestiti – and Intesa Sanpaolo.

David Schwimmer, CEO of LSEG, said in a 

statement on the deal with Euronext that LSEG 

continues to make good progress on the Refini-

tiv transaction. 

Euronext seals €4.3 billion deal 

with LSEG for Borsa Italiana
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Goldman Sachs CEO backs new LSEG chief

Listen in during the sessions, mark five in a r

See Cboe Europe President Mark Hemsley speak on Day One at 09:05 to hear our favourite topics and mark them off!
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The 20-year Goldman Sachs veteran banker 

appointed as chief executive officer at London 

Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) has received the 

backing of former boss, Lloyd Blankfein.

David Schwimmer was most recently global 

head of market structure and global head of 

metals and mining in investment banking at 

Goldman Sachs. He began his career in the fi-

nancial institutions group at Goldman, focusing 

on market structure, brokerage and trading.

Schwimmer also formerly served as chief of 

staff to Blankfein, now CEO of Goldman, when 

he was president and chief operating officer.

In statement, Blankfein said of Schwimmer’s 

appointment: “I have worked closely with David 

over his career at Goldman Sachs. He has great 

expertise as an advisor to large companies, and 

he has been a terrific partner and friend. London 

Stock Exchange Group is fortunate to have him 

on board.”

The departure of LSEG’s former CEO, Xavier 

Rolet, was shrouded in controversy after he 

announced his intention to leave in October  

last year. 

SENIOR BUY-SIDERS GIVE THEIR 

VIEWS ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, 

DIVERSITY IN TRADING AND THE RISE 

OF ETFS IN THE TRADETECH DAILY’S 

EXCLUSIVE SERIES OF INTERVIEWS.

AI, ETFs AND 
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HAVE TRADING VOLUMES MOVED ONTO LIT 

VENUES FOLLOWING RESTRICTIONS ON

DARK TRADING AND THE RISE OF 

SYSTEMATIC INTERNALISERS.
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THE MOST COMPLEX AND FAR-REACHING 

REGULATORY CHANGES OF A GENERATION... 

 BUT HAS ANYTHING CHANGED SO FAR?

ADAM CONN p. 12

MILES KUMARESAN p. 14

KENNETH MCLEISH p. 22

TOM DIGBY p. 20

Transforming TCA with Data Science 
TCA is evolving – Get your consolidated view
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The use of periodic auctions and conditional 
order types are helping senior buy-side 

traders navigate liquidity post-MiFID II more 
than any other technique or strategy, according 
to WBR Insights.

Widespread adoption of periodic auctions 
has been an unforeseen trend since MiFID II 
was implemented. Traders concur that despite 
regulatory concerns that the venue type is in 
some cases used to circumvent the dark trading 

rules, periodic auctions are beneficial in terms 
of showing natural liquidity, reducing costs and 
achieving best execution.  In January, responses from the market on the 

European Securities and Markets Authority’s 

HOW BUY-SIDE FIRMS CAN EMBRACE 
NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO OVERCOME THE LEGACY TECH CHALLENGE.

LEGACY TECH ENLIGHTENMENT

AI ACE UP THE SLEEVE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HAS THE  

POTENTIAL TO BE AN ACE UP THE SLEEVE  FOR BUY-SIDE FIRMS THAT  APPROACH IT RIGHT.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
— THE ‘BAD’ IN BIG DATA CAUSES CONCERN,
— BLOOMBERG LEADING THE OMS/EMS SPACE,
—  AND BROKERS OUTPERFORMING BANKS  

IN ALGO TRADING.

“The key factor to consider when it comes to OMS and EMS is that it’s not one size fits all. There isn’t one system out there considered to be the best.”

“Initiatives like internships, graduate schemes and returner schemes, are a step in the right direction in terms of opening the door to a more diverse talent pool.”

Conditional orders and periodic auctions come 
out on top post-MiFID II

Continues on page 6
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The head of trading at Invesco says outsourc-
ing the asset manager’s equities trading 

desk is out of the question, claiming “I don’t 
think anybody can do it better than we could”.

During an Oxford-style debate on outsourcing 

execution services, David Miller lauded Invesco’s 
in-house capabilities and systems when asked 
outright if the company would ever consider the 
concept.

“I would say some of the trades we have are 

best of breed anyway,” said Miller. “I don’t think 
anybody can do it better than we could.

“We’ve got the experience, the technological 
back-up as well, we’ve got the systems and the 
support, so, no.”

Invesco’s head of trading rules out outsourcing equities 

trading, saying ‘nobody can do it better than us’

Continues on page 8

“A diverse way of 
thinking: By linking 

diversity with inclusion 
the result can be 

innovation, through the 
freedom of ideas and the 
freedom of thought.”


